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Present tense exercises with answers pdf

Video Content Index: Simple presentation: yes/no question Select the correct answer and click the question tag (?) next to it. If your answer is correct, a smilie is shown. If wrong, the Red Cross (X) appears and you have to try often with only one answer left. Click the arrow to go to the next question. You get a score that is expressed as a percentage. 1. Every morning I ______ at seven. Wake up in the
morning wake up is waking up 2. In the morning, she always bathes and ___________ her hair. Combed comb 3. When I finished dressing, I put on my shoes and ____ go down the stairs down to the morning stairs down the stairs to go down to the 4th floor. In January, it_____ Snow is snowing 5. It________ Rain is rain is rain 6. I ____ my homework immediately after returning home from school. Don't
do is lighten up 7. Fred ______ his room right now. Cleaning is bright cleaning cleaning 8. She '______ as liked is like 9 likes. We go to the coast every year. Go away and you'll go 10. Hear! My sister ________ Playing now plays 11. Sandra and Tim ______ learning is learning 12. We are _______ living life is living bright living 13. Every day after breakfast, she ___ read is reading reading 14. You must not
disturb your father because he is _________ work is working 15. Sebastian ________ Said he was talking 16. They____________ him very well. I know I know I know 17. A lime tree ____________ in front of my window. standing is standing standing 18. The girls often ________ him standing in front of the store window. seen is visible 19. I wonder if he ________ my name. Remember, remember to miss
20. Give me this book. It____ belongs to 21. Mike ________ it seems that the glow seems to be 22. I used to live in England, but now I'm _______ Living a bright life is living 23. He ___ written as written 24. They ______ watch is watching 25. Sally used to go swimming on Sundays, but now she's her mother with the cooking. Help Is Helping 26. Look out the window. Street workers ____ Digging up is
digging up to be dug up to 27. Susan and Bob ______ Playing now plays 28. Where's your sister? She and her friends ____ Surfing is surfing surfing 29. Your father's busy. He ________ change changes are changing change 30. Is your mother home? No, she usually _____ is coming to complete the following sentences. Answer 1. My father goes for a walk in the morning. 2. I drink coffee in the morning.
3. Flowers bloom in spring. 4. Birds nest in trees. 5. Pigeons do not know the art of nesting. 6. Deciduous deciduous trees in autumn. 7. No one likes people who are not honest. 8. Peter works in a factory. 9. My sister lives abroad. 10. I work best in the morning. Choose the most appropriate answer. Your result: 00% accurate. You can take the grammar test online or print it on paper. It checks what you've
learned on the current Simple page. Back to 12 English Tenses Grammar Quizzes Grammar Games English GrammarTense ComparisonPresent TensesPresent Tenses - Exercise English Grammar Tenses Tense Comparison Verbs Verb Conjugator Nouns Articles Pronouns/Determiners Adjectives Adverbs Conditionals Prepositions Sentences Exercises Listening/Reading Listening Comprehension
Reading Comprehension Vocabulary Numbers, Dates, National time/nationality themed vocabulary idiom confusing vocabulary school writing school grading style narrative cultural perspective English-speaking national books and app apps for Apple iPad help the term jump to simple presentation explaining practice with these articles Simple presentation exercises: Simple presentation exercises 01 simple
current exercises 02 Simple current exercises 03 Simple current exercises 04 Simple current exercises 05 Simple current exercises 06 Simple current exercises 07 Simple Current Exercises 08 Click here to step by step rules, stories and exercises to practice all the English stress 01 | next | previous | top 02 | next | previous | top 03 | next | previous | top 04 | next | previous | top 05 | next | previous | top 06 |
next | previous | top 07 | next | previous | top 08 | next | previous | top &lt; what's next? Please share this page with others: › Cram Up › English Test › English Test on Simple Present 1 Test your knowledge of the simple present. After submitting your answer, you'll see how you did in the experiment. Current stress - exercise 1. Simple or continuous forms? Choose the right answer. Presents stressful
exercises with answers, PDF spreadsheets + grammar rules for beginners and primary school english as a second language. Current tenses Summary 1. Simple stress is now used to talk about: a) Repetitive or frequent actions. I go to bed before midnight every day. We never eat junk food. b) The truth is always true. The sun sets in the west. 2. Constant tension is now used to talk about: a) Actions that
occur at the time of speaking. Silence, please. I'm hearing the news now. b) Temporary situation. We will stay in Madrid this week. Current trends. The world is becoming a better place to live as a human being. Current tensions can also be used to express the future: Current tensions for the future peak futuretop
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